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Helping to Reduce Costs,
and Improve Efficiencies
At GE Energy, we know that you face increasing pressure to
reduce costs and improve efficiencies -- and we continue to offer
innovative solutions to help you meet those needs. Migrating
from conventional valve positioners to digital valve positioners,
such as Masoneilan Smart Valve Interface (SVI*) technology from
GE, is one step in the right direction. But as your upgrade and reinstrumentation needs continue to grow, it’s vital that you have
access to a reliable supply of retrofit mounting kits compatible
with a wide range of control valve types.

GE’s Smart Product Mounting Kit Program is designed to help
meet the growing demand for HART® and Foundation™ Fieldbus
positioners. This program offers a variety of kits that adapt an SVI
positioner to a range of control valve makes and styles, allowing
you to migrate to SVI or FVP* protocols on our Masoneilan valves
or any other manufacturers control valves.
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Providing Quality, Durability and Simplicity

Specializing in Fast Delivery

GE Energy’s Masoneilan products have been known for high
quality for decades. Our mounting kits uphold these high
standards through exceptional design that results in dependable,
reliable long-term service. Expertly crafted for compatibility
with most valve types, the kits help you seamlessly upgrade
from conventional valve positioners to digital positioners. The
standard mounting brackets are built to last using stainless
steel grade (304) material. For applications in tough offshore
environments, mounting brackets are available in corrosiveresistant 316 stainless steel. In the end the mounting kits are
robust and strong to provide vibration resistance which is
critical to dependable digital product control. See the difference
when inspecting a high quality Masoneilan Kit vs another. The
difference is clear to the eye.

To help you efficiently migrate to digital technology, our program
focuses on quick delivery. On-the-shelf inventory is available in
our Aftermarket Centers around the world, including competitive
interface kits for the most popular brands.

Additionally, Smart Product mounting kits are simple to provision
and install. Our web based tools make finding the right mounting
kit easy and once you get the kit the “easy to read exploded view
drawings” allow for simple mounting.

*Call as needed. Project orders of more than 15 mounting kits require advanced planning and additional lead-time. Some lowdemand kits may be special order items. If what you need is not available, please contact your regional sales manager. We remain
committed to providing the kit you need to upgrade your valve to digital technology.

* Masoneilan, SVI, and FVP are trademarks of the General Electric Company.
© 2012 General Electric Company. All rights reserved.
Other company names and product names used in this document are the
registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective owners.
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